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Introduction

• American judges and
courts are inherent
policy-makers due to the
system of judicial review.

• In a democratic society,
that judges should have
such power is at a
minimum suspect. So
why do they have it?

US Supreme Court Building
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What courts do

• To explain why courts
wield the power they do,
we must first understand
how they function.

• At their most basic,
courts help to settle
conflict between
adversaries.

• In common law systems,
they do so via written
opinions.
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Types of legal decisions

• Trial vs. appellate

• Majority

• Concurring (regular/special)

• Dissenting

• Plurality

• Seriatim

• Per curiam
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How are judges policy-makers?

• Consider the U.S.
Supreme Court’s decision
in Obergefel v. Hodges
(2015).

• States like Alabama had
constitutional bans on
same-sex marriage.

• With the stroke of a pen,
five justices changed the
law.
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Where does the power of judicial review come from?

• Legal rationale (Article III, §1): “The judicial power of the
United States, shall be vested in one Supreme Court, and in
such inferior courts as the Congress may from time to time
ordain and establish.”

• Institutional rationale: The judiciary is a coequal branch of
government, and the logic of checks and balances insinuates
the power of judicial review.

• Political rationale: Political factions are incentivized to obey
the judiciary in competitive political systems.
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Norms in judicial policy-making

• Stare decisis

• Mootness

• Ripeness

• Political questions

• Jurisdiction

• Sua sponte
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Why create an independent, powerful judiciary?

• Desire for a
“fundamental” law

• Federalism

• Separation of powers
(checks and balances)
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Origins of judicial review: Marbury v. Madison (1803)

• Judiciary Acts of 1789
and 1801

• When does a judicial
appointment become
valid?

• Mandamus and the
question of jurisdiction

“In all cases affecting
ambassadors, other public
ministers and consuls, and those
in which a state shall be party,
the Supreme Court shall have
original jurisdiction. In all the
other cases. . . the Supreme Court
shall have appellate
jurisdiction. . . with such
exceptions, and under such
regulations as the Congress shall
make.”
US Const., Article III, §2
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The federal judiciary: A review

• Appointments an SOP game
(Article II, §2, “Appointments
Clause”)

• “Judicial Power” vested in “one
supreme court” (Article III, §1,
“Vesting Clause”)

• Chief Justice (Article I, §3, §§6)

• Other courts/justices are
creatures of Congress (Article
III, §1, “Vesting Clause”)

• Life tenure (Article III, §1,
“Behaviour Clause”)

• Guaranteed pay (Article III,
§1, “Compensation Clause”)

• Original/appellate
jurisdiction over “cases and
controversies” (Article III,
§2 )
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Hierarchy of the American legal system

• Trial courts (94 districts,
single-judge trials) are finders of
fact

• Appellate courts (12 Circuits,
3-member panels) are
(intermediate) finders of law

• Supreme Courts (9 members)
are (superior) finders of law
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Hierarchy of U.S. Courts
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American state judicial institutions

• Similar to federal judiciary, but
generally less independent

• Five general methods of
selection/retention

• State supreme courts vary
between 5 and 9 justices

• Some have intermediate courts,
others don’t

• Districting
Alabama Supreme Court Building
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State judicial institutions

Method
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Nonpartisan

Partisan

Reappointment

Retention
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State judicial institutions
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Conclusion

• In the United States, judges are, in a very real sense,
lawmakers.

• While this policy-making role has largely been woven into the
fabric of American politics, it raises some difficult normative
questions.

• In this class, we will consider what affects judicial
decision-making along with how their decisions have payoffs
for American democracy and public welfare.
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